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EXPOSURE DRAFT
PROPOSED STATEMENT OF POSITION
ON
ACCOUNTING BY CABLE
TELEVISION COMPANIES
NOVEMBER 30, 1977

Issued by the Accounting Standards Executive Committee of the
American Institute of Certified Public Accountants
For Comment From Persons Interested in Accounting and Reporting

Comments should be received by January 3 1 , 1978, and addressed to
Paul Rosenfield, Director, Accounting Standards Division, File Ref. No. 2550
AICPA, 1211 Avenue of the Americas, New York, N.Y. 10036

AICPA

American Institute of Certified Public Accountants
1211 Avenue of the Americas, New York, New York 10036

(212) 575-6200

November 30, 1977

An exposure draft of a proposed statement of position entitled Accounting by
Cable Television Companies accompanies this letter.
Comments and suggestions on any aspect of the enclosed draft are sought and
will be appreciated. They should be addressed to Paul Rosenfield, Director,
Accounting Standards Division, File Ref. No. 2550, at the AICPA, by January
31, 1978. The Accounting Standards Executive Committee and its Task Force
on Entertainment Companies will be particularly interested in the reasoning
underlying comments and suggestions.
The Task Force plans to hold a public hearing on the exposure draft in
New York City on January 31, 1978. Persons wishing to make presentations
should notify Mr. Rosenfield by January 17 and should submit written outlines
by January 26. The time and place of the hearing will be determined at
a later date and may be obtained by calling (212) 575-6368.

Sincerely yours,

Arthur R. Wyatt, Chairman
Accounting Standards
Executive Committee

Paul Rosenfield, Director
Accounting Standards Division
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PROPOSED STATEMENT OF POSITION ON
ACCOUNTING BY CABLE TELEVISION COMPANIES
INTRODUCTION
1. Cable television
(CATV)
companies have developed diverse
specialized industry accounting
practices over a period of years,
with the result that their financial
statements lack comparability. This
statement of position summarizes
CATV companies' current specialized industry accounting practices.
A study of those accounting practices by the AICPA accounting
standards division indicates a need
for clarification and narrowing of
alternative accounting practices
within the industry.

GENERAL BACKGROUND
2. Cable television systems receive television signals, which are
amplified and distributed to the
premises of subscribers, usually
over a community-wide coaxial
cable distribution network. The
signals originate from local and
distant television broadcasting stations and are received by the CATV
system by means of high antennas,
microwave relay, or satellite. CATV
systems may also distribute programs that originate in the systems.
"Pay cable" service, consisting primarily of uncut and uninterrupted
movies and sporting events, has
recently been initiated and is becoming generally available.
3. CATV systems typically distribute signals of the three national
TV networks and, to the extent permitted by Federal Communications Commission regulations, sig-

nals of independent and educational
TV stations ( U H F and VHF) and
FM radio stations. The systems
generally have a capacity of twelve
to twenty TV channels, although
some newer systems provide substantially more channels. Many
CATV systems require the attachment of a converter to the subscriber's set.
4. The Federal Communications
Commission has by rule defined a
cable television system as follows:
Cable television system (or CATV
system). Any facility that, in whole
or in part, receives directly, or indirectly over the air, and amplifies
or otherwise modifies the signals
transmitting programs broadcast by
one or more television or radio
stations and distributes such signals
by wire or cable to subscribing
members of the public who pay for
such service.
5. This definition is further clarified by an accompanying note:
In general, each separate and distinct community or municipal entity (including unincorporated communities within unincorporated
areas and single, discrete, unincorporated areas) served by cable television facilities constitutes a separate cable television system, even
if there is a single head-end and
identical ownership of facilities extending into several communities.
6. For operational and accounting purposes, a cable TV system
may include one or more communities and may operate under one or
more franchises granted by the
governing authorities of the city,
7

county, or state served by the system. Franchises are for a stated
term, usually ten to fifteen years,
and contain various conditions and
limitations, which frequently include prescribed maximum service
subscription fees, payment of fees
to the local government, conditions
of service, including providing a
minimum number of channels, and
time limitations on specified construction. Failure to comply with
the conditions and limitations of a
franchise may give the granting
authority the right to terminate the
franchise and may result in lawsuits
seeking to collect damages. Franchises are usually renewed.
7. The cable TV plant required
to render service to the subscriber
includes the following equipment:
a. Head-end. The head-end includes the equipment used to
receive signals of distant TV
or radio stations, whether directly from the airwaves or
from a microwave relay system. It also includes the
studio facilities required for
operator-originated programming, if any.
b. Cable. The cable consists of
coaxial cable and amplifiers
(which maintain the quality
of the signal) covering the
subscriber area, either on utility poles or underground.
c. Drops. Drops consist of the
hardware that provides access to the main cable, the
short length of cable that
brings the signal from the
main cable to the subscriber's
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TV set, and other associated
hardware, which may include
a trap to block particular
channels.
d. Converters and descramblers.
Converters and descramblers
are devices attached to the
subscribers' TV sets when
more than twelve channels
are provided or when special
services are provided, such as
"pay cable" or two-way communication.
8. The construction period of a
cable TV system necessarily varies
with the size of the franchise area,
density of population, and difficulty
of physical construction. The construction period is not completed
until the head-end main cable and
distribution cables are installed; it
is immediately followed by a reasonable time to provide for installation of subscriber drops and related hardware. During the construction period many system operators will energize segments of the
system and complete installation of
drops to provide service to some
subscribers while construction continues. Some system operators will
construct the better portions of the
franchise area and allow the system's operations to develop before
extending it, well after the end of
the first major construction period,
to more marginal areas.
9. Special circumstances in different franchises will require different construction planning suitable to each case. The variety of
construction plans would be expected to include the following
typical franchise development and
construction plans:
a. Small franchise, characterized
by the absence of free television signal. The construction
period is short and the entire
system is energized at one
time near the end of the construction period.
b. Medium-size franchise, characterized by some direct competition from free television
and a more extensive geographical franchise area lending itself to incremental con-
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struction, with segments energized as construction progresses.
c. Large metropolitan franchise,
characterized by heavy direct
competition from free television and fringe area signal inadequacy, with high cost, and
difficult construction.
The length of the first major construction period will vary with
these circumstances and with the
company's construction plan. It
might range from three to six
months in a small marketing area
with under 5,000 homes, to one
year in a medium-size area of
25,000 to 30,000 homes, to two
years or more in a large urban
market.
10. A substantial investment is
required to provide for the following costs of a cable TV system:
a. Franchise acquisition costs.
b. Cost of physical facilities (see
paragraph 7), including cost
of labor for erection, installation, and construction overhead.
c. Construction-related costs,
such as interest, property taxes, pole rental, and liability
insurance, which are incurred
both before and after the first
subscriber hookup.
d. Other operating costs (in excess of any revenues) incurred
during the construction period
and before sufficient subscribers are obtained to achieve
break-even operations.

tions to subscribers. Additional
revenues are received (a) from
subscribers in the form of subscription fees on secondary connections
and connection charges, (b) from
the sale of local advertising or from
leasing time on unused channels,
and (c) from pay cable services.

CURRENT INDUSTRY
ACCOUNTING PRACTICES
Cable TV Investment
13. The cost of materials, labor,
and construction overhead are included in cable TV plant. Cable
TV companies have not uniformly
capitalized interest during construction. However, the predominant
practice among cable TV companies
whose securities are publicly held
has been to capitalize interest during construction and to include the
capitalized costs in cable TV plant.
Depreciation of cable TV plant is
usually
computed
using
the
straight-line method over periods
that vary from five to fifteen years.
14. Initial subscriber installation
costs, which include the material,
labor, and overhead costs of the
drop, are capitalized and depreciated over periods similar to or
shorter than those used for cable
TV plant. The costs of subsequently
disconnecting and reconnecting
subscribers typically are charged to
expense.

11. Cable TV operators lease
space on telephone or utility poles
or in underground ducts. Pole attachment
agreements
typically
have an initial term of one to five
years and thereafter are terminable
by either party on relatively short
notice.

15. Except in the smallest systems, it is usually possible to deliver programming to portions of
the system (energize the system)
and obtain some revenues before
construction of the entire system
is complete. Thus, virtually every
cable TV system experiences a
period during which it is receiving some revenue while continuing to incur substantial costs related to the establishment of the
total system. In general, the larger
the city served by the cable TV
system, the longer this period will
be.

12. The principal source of cable
TV revenue is the monthly subscription fee for primary connec-

16. Many different methods are
used to account for costs and revenues during this period; although,

If the franchise requires underground construction, construction
costs and investment are substantially increased.
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virtually all companies whose
securities are publicly held defer
the costs in some manner. Accordingly, some accountants believe it would be inappropriate for
the AICPA accounting standards
division to recommend a major
change in this practice when the
FASB has postponed consideration
of accounting for start-up and other
similar costs pending resolution of
certain issues included in its project on the conceptual framework
for accounting and reporting. On
the other hand, some accountants
believe certain FASB statements,
particularly the one dealing with
research and development costs,
provide support for a conclusion
that prematurity costs of a cable
TV system should be charged to
expense when they are incurred.
These accountants believe it would
be inappropriate for the accounting
standards division to recommend
that cable TV systems be precluded
from charging off such costs.
17. Practices followed in accumulating the net costs deferred
vary widely. Some companies defer all costs, including general and
administrative, before maturity;
some companies defer only operating costs; others defer only certain
specified costs. Some companies
depreciate cable TV plant during
this period and others do not. Some
reduce the deferred costs by the
revenues recorded and others do
not. Finally, although deferred
costs are subject to a recoverability
test, recoverability is measured in
different ways.
18. Accounting conventions for
the determination of the maturity
date, at which time deferral ceases
and amortization of deferred costs
begins, vary significantly within the
industry. Some companies define
maturity on the basis of the time
elapsed since energizing the system, which varies from eighteen
months to three years; others define maturity in terms of the number of subscribers connected, and
still others use break-even operations as maturity. Break-even is
sometimes determined on a cash
basis and sometimes on an accrual

basis. Some companies use the
actual break-even point and others
use the originally budgeted breakeven point.
19. The costs that are deferred
are usually amortized on the
straight-line method (a) over
periods of from five to ten years
or (b) over the estimated useful
life of the cable TV system.
20. Some companies separately
defer marketing costs during the
period before maturity and amortize them over a shorter period,
such as three years.
Franchise

9
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Costs

21. The costs of original franchise applications are generally deferred until the franchise has been
granted and it is determined that
the franchise will be developed.
Costs of unsuccessful franchise applications and abandoned franchises are charged to expense.
Costs of successful applications are
amortized on bases similar to those
for purchased franchises (paragraph 23).
22. Purchased franchises are accounted for in diverse ways. Some
companies allocate costs to purchased franchises in proportion to
their fair value. Others allocate any
excess of acquisition cost over the
fair value of tangible and other
identifiable intangible assets acquired, less liabilities assumed, to
franchises. Some treat the excess
as the cost of franchises and goodwill without separate distinction,
and others treat the excess as goodwill alone.
23. Some companies have not
amortized the cost of franchises acquired before November 1, 1970.
The costs of franchises acquired on
or after November 1, 1970, have
been amortized, in accordance with
APB Opinion 17, over periods of up
to forty years. However, periods as
short as five to ten years are also
used; they are usually related to the
remaining franchise term. The
straight-line method of amortization is generally used, although

other methods can be found in
practice. For example, amortization
may be based on the ratio of subscribers served in the period to the
estimated total number of subscribers to be served in each year
during the amortization period.
Hookup

Revenue

24. Companies engage in various
marketing activities to obtain subscribers, some of which involve
relatively expensive advertising efforts. The amounts charged by
cable TV companies to subscribers
for hookups vary; sometimes there
is a substantial charge, sometimes
there is none. Also, the revenues
are accounted for in diverse ways.
Many companies record them as
subscriber revenues; others record
them as an offset to marketing costs.
Both of these groups of companies
believe either that hookup revenue
is incidental, since it is often waived
as part of a promotional campaign,
or that it relates more to the marketing effort involved than to the
costs of hooking up new subscribers. During the early stages of
system development, these companies record hookup revenue as
a reduction of deferred costs. Another group of companies credits
hookup revenue to the plant account.

THE DIVISION'S CONCLUSIONS
Accounting f o r Construction
Costs and
Depreciation
During Prematurity
Period
of a Cable TV System

25. The accounting standards division believes that there are certain costs in addition to material,
direct labor, and construction overhead that are related to construction and that the portions of
them related to construction should
continue to be capitalized during
the prematurity period. 1 Further1

The division has issued for public comment an exposure draft prepared by its
Committee on Real Estate Accounting
on Accounting for Costs to Sell and
Rent, and Initial Rental Operations of,
Real Estate Projects. That draft states,
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more, the division believes that the
most appropriate systematic and
rational allocation of capitalized
plant would result from a computation of depreciation on the basis
of total "subscriber months" over
the life of a system. ARB 43, chapter 9-C, paragraph 5 states:
The cost of a productive facility is
one of the costs of the services it
renders during its useful economic
life. Generally accepted accounting
principles require that this cost be
spread over the expected useful life
of the facility in such a way as to
allocate it as equitably as possible
to the periods during which services
are obtained from the use of the
facility. This procedure is known
as depreciation accounting, a system
of accounting which aims to distribute the cost or other basic value
of tangible capital assets, less salvage (if any), over the estimated
useful life of the unit (which may
be a group of assets) in a systematic and rational manner. It is a
process of allocation, not of valuation.
The division believes that a reasonable approximation of these conclusions will be obtained by calculating the portion of certain
prematurity costs to be capitalized
"22. Because of the variety of existing
practices and the complexity of the
technical issues, the Division is not now
taking a position on accounting for depreciation and carrying costs once a
rental project or a portion of a project
is substantially completed and held
available for occupancy. Rather, to
focus attention on the issues and to
foster the interchange of ideas, three
possible alternative positions are presented for discussion and comment.
Respondents to this Exposure Draft
should support positions advocated. The
Division plans to recommend one of
those alternatives in its final Statement
of Position."
One of the positions is similar to that
described in this exposure draft. Another
is similar for depreciation, but would not
permit capitalization of carrying costs
after opening. The third would permit
neither capitalization nor lower depreciation during the prematurity period. In
stating only one position here, the division is presenting the current view of its
Task Force on Entertainment Companies
rather than a final position on the matter.
Respondents to this exposure draft are
requested to comment on these alternatives and support positions advocated.

EXPOSURE
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and the amount of depreciation
using the method described in the
following paragraphs.
26. The additional costs related
to construction, a portion of which
should be capitalized, should be
costs directly related to the system
under construction and should be
limited to costs such as—
a. Interest.
b. Property taxes.
c. Pole or underground duct and
antenna site rent.
d. Liability insurance related to
construction.
e. Salaries and related costs of a
limited group of persons such
as the chief technician to the
extent of time devoted to construction of the system.
A portion of these costs relates to
the operations of the system during
the prematurity period. The division between construction and
operations should be determined as
described in paragraphs 27 through
29.
27. For purposes of determining
capitalized costs and depreciation,
the prematurity period is defined
as the period beginning with the
first earned subscriber revenue and
ending at the point of completion
of the first major construction effort, plus three months to allow for
subscriber hookup. The division
believes that the estimate of the
length of the prematurity period
will vary with circumstances at
the system and with the company's
construction plan, as described in
paragraph 9. The division believes
that typical construction plans are
such that in no event should the
period used be longer than three
years, and that usually it will be
substantially shorter.
28. During
the
prematurity
period, costs related to construction
(paragraph 26) should be charged
to expense in an amount equal to
the fraction of present subscribers
to subscribers expected at the end
of the prematurity period; only the
balance should be capitalized. During this same period, depreciation

should be computed as the foregoing fraction applied to monthly
depreciation expected on completion of construction, using the company's normal depreciation method.
Since franchises are usually renewed, the franchise life should not
be a limit on the estimated useful
life used to calculate depreciation.
29. The division believes that an
objective upper limit to the construction-related costs capitalized
and a lower limit on depreciation
charged is necessary to ensure that
excessive costs are not capitalized
and adequate depreciation is provided. To provide such limits, the
division believes that additional
charges to expense of both depreciation and costs related to construction should be made at each
month end at which the sum of the
monthly fractions described in paragraph 28 is less than (1) the sum of
fractions based on the number of
months since the first revenue compared to (2) the number of months
in the expected prematurity period.
The additional charges should be
the amounts needed to bring the
cumulative amounts of the charges
to expense and depreciation to those
that would have resulted from
applying the latter fraction. Subsequent monthly charges should be
calculated based on paragraph 28
unless further additional charges
are required. An example of the
depreciation calculation is given in
the Appendix.
30. During the prematurity period, all revenues except those
from hookups should be reported
as system revenues, and the portion
of construction-related costs (described in paragraph 26) that is
expensed in accordance with paragraph 28, depreciation, and variable
operating costs (such as those described in paragraph 31) should be
included in appropriate categories
of cost of services.
31. During
the
prematurity
period, variable subscriber-related
costs and general, administrative,
and selling expenses should be accounted for as period costs and
should not be considered to be re-
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lated to construction. Such costs
include—
a. Billing and collection costs.
b. Bad debts.
c. Costs of mailings to subscribers.
d. Marketing costs.
e. Costs of repair and maintenance of taps and connections.
f. Franchise fees related to revenues or number of subscribers.
g. Travel and entertainment costs.
h. Salaries and related costs other
than those earned in connection with construction.
i. Programming costs.
32. The accounting standards division recognizes that its recommendations require management
judgments concerning the date of
the end of the construction phase
and the number of subscribers,
revenues to be received, and costs
to be incurred by that date. Carefully prepared budgets and subscriber growth projections are
needed, and they should be frequently updated. In this connection, failure to meet subscriber
growth projections in early months
may indicate a need to lower the
projections for subscribers in later
periods. Budgets must indicate that
expected revenues after the maturity date will be sufficient to cover
expected operating expenses, including amortization of intangible
assets, and depreciation of plant, including capitalized constructionrelated costs. Otherwise, no additional costs should be capitalized,
and a write-down to recoverable
values of intangible assets and previously capitalized plant would
probably be indicated.
Interest

During

Construction

33. In November 1974, the Securities and Exchange Commission
issued Accounting Series Release
163, which, broadly speaking, precludes adoption of the practice of
capitalizing interest during construction by companies registered
with the SEC other than public
utilities. The Financial Accounting
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Standards
Board
subsequently
added the subject of accounting for
interest costs to its technical
agenda.
34. The accounting standards division believes that because of
FASB's pending consideration of
accounting for interest costs, it
should state no conclusion at this
time on the general subject of interest capitalization.
However,
companies that do not capitalize
interest before energizing should
not do so under paragraphs 25
through 31.
Segmentation

35. In rare cases, a portion of a
cable TV system may be clearly
distinguishable from the remainder
of the system.2 Such a portion
would have most of the following
characteristics:
a. Geographical differences, such
as coverage of a noncontiguous or separately awarded
franchise area.
b. Mechancial differences, such
as a separate head-end.
c. Timing differences, such as
starting construction at a
significantly later date.
d. Investment
decision
differences, such as separate
break-even and return-on-investment analyses or separate
approval of the start of construction.
e. Accountability differences,
such as separate revenue and
expense accounts and separate
budgets and forecasts.
36. The division believes that a
portion that can be clearly distinguished from the remainder of
the system should be accounted for
the same as a separate system.
Costs incurred by the remainder of
the system should be charged to the
portion only if they are specifically
identified with the operations of
2

Some cable television companies have
used the word segment to refer to a
portion of a cable TV system. In view
of the use of segment in a different
context in FASB Statement 14, the
word portion has been used here.
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that portion. General allocations
should not be used for purposes
of determining portion prematurity costs that may be capitalized
in accordance with the recommendations made elsewhere in this
statement. Separate projections for
the portion should be developed
and the portion's capitalized costs
should be evaluated for recoverability separately from the remainder
of the system.
Purchased Franchises
Goodwill

and

37. The division believes that
franchise costs and goodwill should
be amortized over the same period,
following the guidance contained
in APB Opinion 17. The division
believes it is not appropriate to
ascribe a short life to the franchise,
such as the remaining franchise
period, and a different life to goodwill.
38. Intangible assets other than
franchises or goodwill may be identified in the purchase of some cable
TV systems. For example, values
may be ascribed to noncancelable
exclusive agreements for sporting
events, to subscriber lists, or to a
rate below current market for pole
rental. Such assets should also be
amortized in accordance with the
provisions of APB Opinion 17.
Hookup

Revenue

39. The division believes that
hookup revenue related to new drop
installations should be allocated as
follows: (a) to systems revenue to
the extent of direct selling commissions, with direct selling costs
expensed; (b) any remaining hookup revenue to reduction of the plant
to the extent of the cost of the new
drop; and (c) any remainder to
systems revenue. When a connection is made at a location at which
a previous customer has been connected to the system and no new
drop installation is required, it is
appropriate to recognize the hookup charge as revenue, and the related cost (usually insignificant)
should be charged to expense.
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Delinquent

Subscriber Accounts

40. Policies with respect to disconnecting subscribers and stopping the accrual of revenue vary
among companies and systems. The
division believes that recognition of
service revenue should be discontinued when it is not reasonable to
expect that revenue will be received. A reasonable and practical
guideline is that, unless facts clearly
indicate otherwise, revenue should
not be accrued for subscribers
whose accounts are more than
ninety days delinquent.
Programming

Material

41. The costs of programming
material produced for internal use
or for sale to others should be accounted for in accordance with the
provisions of the AICPA Industry
Accounting Guide, Accounting for
Motion Picture Films. Purchased
program material should be accounted for in accordance with the
recommendations made in the division's Statement of Position 75-5,
Accounting Practices in the Broadcasting Industry.
Accounting
Regulated

Principles
Industries

for

42. Some states have adopted
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legislation that regulates CATV
systems as public utilities. Cable
TV systems are similar to utilities
only in that they require heavy
plant investment and, service by
"connection" for each subscriber,
and are subject (in varying degrees ) to regulation of subscription
rates and levels of service required
to maintain their franchise rights.
Other aspects of cable TV systems
are not similar to public utilities.
There has been no identifiable consistency in the application of the
ratemaking process for cable TV
systems; the procedures for setting
utility rates, on the other hand, are
similar in nature. Also, the service
provided by a cable TV is not an
essential service. Finally, since the
operator competes with other entertainment industries, in some
cases service charges are less than
the rates authorized.
43. The division believes that the
Addendum to APB Opinion 2 does
not apply to the financial statements
of cable TV companies.
Balance Sheet

Presentation

44. Since a cable TV company
generates its revenue through use
of its property, plant, and equipment, it has few current assets as
that expression is defined in terms

of a one-year operating cycle. The
division believes that no useful purpose is served by presenting financial statements that separately identify current assets and liabilities.
Debt maturities should be disclosed
in the financial statements and related notes.
Transition

Rules

45. This statement of position
should be applied in financial statements for fiscal years beginning
after March 15, 1978, except that
cable television companies with systems already in operation need not
apply paragraphs 25 to 32 to any
of their systems in the prematurity
period at the beginning of that
fiscal year.
46. The accounting standards division has considered proposing retroactive application of this statement but has tentatively concluded
that calculation of the adjustment
would require unreasonable effort,
and because of the use of current
estimates in the calculations, might
well be impossible. Respondents to
this exposure draft are asked to
comment on this tentative conclusion.
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APPENDIX

EXAMPLE OF DEPRECIATION CALCULATION DESCRIBED IN
PARAGRAPHS 28 AND 2 9
First major construction effort, expected to require eight months and cost $25,830.
First subscriber revenue after five months of construction effort.
Estimated prematurity period (three months during construction plus three months for hookup as provided in paragraph 27) is six months.
Subscribers expected at the end of the prematurity period (paragraph 28) are 100.
Useful life of property is prematurity period plus 120 months. Prematurity period is included at one
half of actual, the result obtained under the limit calculation in paragraph 29. Accordingly, the useful
life is 123 months.
Depreciation method is straight-line.
Preliminary depreciation calculation is $210 per month ($25,830 ÷ 123).
In the example, the system obtains a number of subscribers in the first month it offers service but
then experiences two months of very slow growth. Starting with month four, subscriber growth accelerates, and subscribers expected are actually obtained before the end of the prematurity period.

Based on number of equivalent
subscribers 1 (paragraph 28)
Number Fraction Depreciation
$ 42.00
20
20/100
52.50
25
25/100
73.50
35
35/100
105.00
50
50/100
189.00
90
90/100
210.00
100
100/100

Month
1
2
3
4
5
6
NOTES :

1

Based on months' digits
(paragraph 29)
Fraction 2
Month Cumulative
1/7
$ 30.00
$ 30.00
2/7
60.00
90.00
3/7
90.00
180.00
4/7
120.00
300.00
5/7
150.00
450.00
6/7
180.00
630.00

Recorded depreciation
Month
Cumulative
3
$ 42.00
$ 42.00
52.50 4
94.50
85.50 5
180.00
120.00 6
300.00
189.00 3
489.00
210.00 3
699.00 7

Equivalent subscribers should be determined by dividing basic subscriber revenue for the month by
the standard monthly rate.
2
Seven is used as the denominator since the seventh month is the first month in which 100 percent
was originally expected to be required.
3
Based on equivalent subscribers, since it is higher than months' digits.
4
Based on equivalent subscribers, since cumulatively it is higher than months' digits.
5
Since cumulatively months' digits is higher than equivalent subscribers, the amount is that required
to bring cumulative amount to months' digits basis.
6
Based on months' digits, since it is higher than equivalent subscribers.
7
Depreciation in months 7 to 126 will be slightly less than the $210 originally estimated whenever the
months' digits cumulative depreciation is exceeded. In this case the recalculation is $25,830 — $699
= $25,131 -4- 120 months = $209.43.

AICPA

American Institute of Certified Public Accountants
1211 Avenue of the Americas, New York, New York 10036(212)575-6200

To Persons and Organizations Who
Received the November 30, 1977
Exposure Draft of a Proposed
Statement of Position on
Accounting by Cable Television
Companies
The exposure draft of a proposed statement of position on
Accounting by Cable Television Companies indicated that written
comments should be received by January 31, 1978 and that a public
hearing would be held on January 31, 1978. Those dates have been
changed.

The deadline for receiving written comments has been

postponed to February 27, 1978. Likewise, the public hearing has
been rescheduled for February 27, 1978.

Persons wishing to make

presentations at the public hearing should notify me by February
10, 1978 and should submit written outlines by February 22, 1978.
The time and place of the hearing may be obtained by calling me
at (212) 575-6368.
Sincerely yours,

Paul Rosenfield
Director
Accounting Standards
PR:fb

